CASE STUDY

RAPID MEDICAL DEVICE VALIDATION
3D PRINTED MOLD INSERTS ENABLE TESTING IN END USE MATERIAL

THE CHALLENGE
The engineering team from Ventilator Project was racing the clock to design and qualify
parts for a COVID response initiative. They needed a set of molded parts to keep their
project moving.
Application / Injection Molding
Material / Polypropylene
Project Time / 7 days
Customer / Ventilator Project

Fit, form, and basic function of a product can often be confirmed with typical 3D
printed prototypes. However, many design validation circumstances (such as for
medical devices that need FDA approval) require that the component be manufactured
from the end-use material using the end-use manufacturing process. This can cause
a significant impact to the cost and timeline for your product, particularly when
injection molding is the intended production manufacturing method.

SOLUTION
Fortify used 3D printed tooling to get two designs printed for the customer’s engineering
team. Fortify delivered a set of injection molded polypropylene T-splitter components
which met the fit, form, and function quality requirements - but more critically enabled
the Ventilator Project team to perform validation testing using injection molded
polypropylene.
FORTIFY DIGITAL TOOLING

ALUMINUM TOOLING

COST

$700

$4,000

LEAD TIME

7 Days

3-6 weeks
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Left / Polypropylene t-splitter
part from Fortify 3D printed
mold tool
Right / CAD drawing of T-splitter with alarm module hooked
up to refurbished CPAP
machine
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THE PROCESS CONTINUED

Ventilator Project was on a mission to provide ventilators to clinicians and
hospitals in need to meet high demand due to COVID-19. They sourced
thousands of sleep apnea machines (such as CPAP and BiPAP) to serve as
supplementary equipment to hospitals. Once sent to doctors to establish
a protocol for use, Ventilator Project received feedback that the machines
needed a disconnect alarm. This critical feature would alert clinicians if
airflow to the patient is interrupted at any point thereby establishing these
home use machines as suitable for use in hospitals.

•
•
•
•
•

The Ventilator Project designed a T-splitter component to house
the alarm. This new design would need to be tested in an oxygen rich
environment in order to receive FDA approval. This became a materials
problem - Ventilator Project needed to test the part and in the end-use
manufacturing material (polypropylene) to conduct efficacy and safety
validation testing to scale up for full scale manufacturing.

DESIGN HIGHLIGHTS

•

CAD design of T-splitter component that
houses critical alarm sensor

FIVE INSERTS
Fortify’s Applications Engineering team designed the mold with
five hand loaded inserts to be able to mold the internal geometry
of the fitting. The inserts were printed simultaneously with the
mold inserts which added no extra time to the build and only
minimual cost (about $30 in total).

“

Without the t-splitter, the ventilators were deemed
unusable for critical patient care. Working with Fortify
helped us navigate the incredible hurdle of getting
the part of FDA approved at incredible speed with
the confidence to go into production. It was the most
accelerated experience I’ve had.

”

- Alex Hornstein, Ventilator Project

THE PROCESS
Ventilator Project came to Fortify with a design for the T-splitter - a critical component in the ICU alarm and flow meter.
The design team however, was faced with a tough challenge - they had two designs for the T-splitter but didn’t have a final
decision on the winning design. They were on a tight budget and schedule. Fortify was able to respond nimbly to this challenge by leveraging DT (Digital Tooling) material on the Flux One printer. Fortify’s applications engineering team quickly
designed and 3D printed one mold tool with two unique sets of hand-loaded inserts, capable of producing two unique
geometries from one mold. With this approach, Fortify was able to help the design team deal with their design uncertainty
with no impact to overall production timeline and costs. Ultimately, one design was selected, and Fortify ran those inserts
on their in-house press.

Designed mold to fit MUD frame pocket
Confirmed part matched design guidelines
Created inserts around base part
Modeled geometry into mold halves
Reviewed mold assembly to confirm fit of inserts and placement of
ancillary features
Released designs for printing

Molded Part and 3D printed inserts used on the tool to
mold the part

THREADED INSERT
•
•
•
•

Threads are challenging to prototype due to high cost and long
lead times.
An “off-the shelf” thread insert can take 1-2 weeks to source,
and the custom thread needed here was quoted at 6 weeks.
Threads can add an additional $1,000 - $2,000 in cost
depending on the complexity of the part ejection method from
the tool.
Fortify designed this thread as an insert adding minimal extra
time and cost to the project
Top / 3D printed custom
threaded mold insert
Left / CAD drawing of custom
mold insert and custom thread
attachment insert
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TWO PART DESIGN
•

•

•

Ventilator Project had two design options that were
considered for the final T-splitter design. They would
have lost a lot of time if they waited for an electrical
componenet to be sourced in order to verify the
final design architecture.
Despite not knowing the final design, Fortify
was able to move the project forward by printing
both designs for Ventilator Project - adding an
inconsequential amount of time
Fortify designed inserts as a two piece assembly to:
• Minimize required force by spreading ejection
over two separate inserts, allowing users to
remove by hand
• Minimize material to print both geometries

“In this instance, printing a full prototyping mold
is more cost effective and faster than sourcing
just one thread insert from traditional tooling.”
- Ben MacDonald, Molding Applications
Engineer, Fortify
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